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HIGHER HOMOTOPY EXCISION AND BLAKERS–MASSEY
THEOREMS FOR STRUCTURED RING SPECTRA
MICHAEL CHING AND JOHN E. HARPER
Abstract. Working in the context of symmetric spectra, we prove higher
homotopy excision and higher Blakers–Massey theorems, and their duals, for
algebras and left modules over operads in the category of modules over a
commutative ring spectrum (e.g., structured ring spectra).
1. Introduction
In this paper we establish the structured ring spectra analogs of Goodwillie’s
widely exploited and powerful cubical diagram results [14] for spaces. These cubical
diagram results are a key ingredient in the authors’ homotopic descent results [6] on
a structured ring spectra analog of Quillen-Sullivan theory [28, 37, 38]. They also
establish an important part of the foundations for the theory of Goodwillie calculus
in the context of structured ring spectra; see, for instance, Arone and Ching [1],
Bauer, Johnson, and McCarthy [2], Ching [5], Harper and Hess [19, 1.14], Kuhn
[21], and Pereira [26, 27]. For example, it follows from our results that the identity
functor on a category of structured ring spectra is analytic in the sense of Goodwillie
[14].
Basic Assumption 1.1. From now on in this paper, we assume that R is any
commutative ring spectrum; i.e., we assume that R is any commutative monoid
object in the category (SpΣ,⊗S , S) of symmetric spectra [20, 32]; here, the tensor
product ⊗S denotes the usual smash product [20, 2.2.3] of symmetric spectra. We
work mostly in the category of R-modules which we denote by ModR.
Remark 1.2. Our results apply to many different types of algebraic structures on
spectra including (i) associative ring spectra, which we simply call ring spectra, (ii)
commutative ring spectra, and (iii) all of the En ring spectra for 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞ that
interpolate between these two extremes of non-commutativity and commutativity.
These structures, and many others, are examples of algebras over operads. We
therefore work in the following general context: throughout this paper, O is an
operad in the category of R-modules (unless otherwise stated), AlgO is the category
of O-algebras, and LtO is the category of left O-modules.
While O-algebras are the main objects of interest for most readers, our results
also apply in the more general case of left modules over the operad O; that gener-
alization will be needed elsewhere.
Remark 1.3. In this paper, we say that a symmetric sequence X of R-modules
is n-connected if each R-module X [t] is an n-connected spectrum. We say that
an algebra (resp. left module) over an operad is n-connected if the underlying
R-module (resp. symmetric sequence of R-modules) is n-connected, and similarly
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for operads. Similarly, we say that a map X→Y of symmetric sequences is n-
connected if each map X [t]→Y [t] is an n-connected map of R-modules, and a
map of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) is n-connected if the underlying map of
R-modules (resp. symmetric sequences) is n-connected.
The main results of this paper are Theorems 1.7 and 1.11, which are the analogs
of Goodwillie’s higher Blakers-Massey theorems [14, 2.5 and 2.6]. These results
include various interesting special cases which we now highlight.
One such case is given by the homotopy excision result of Theorem 1.4 below.
In this 2-cubical diagram situation, (i) Goerss-Hopkins [13, 2.3.13] prove a closely
related homotopy excision result in the special case of simplicial algebras over an
E∞ operad and remark that it is true more generally for any simplicial operad
[13, 2.3.14], (ii) Baues [3, I.C.4] proves a homotopy excision result in an algebraic
setting that includes simplicial associative algebras, (iii) Schwede [31, 3.6] proves
a result that is very nearly homotopy excision in the context of algebras over a
simplicial theory, and (iv) Dugger-Shipley [7, 2.3] prove a homotopy excision result
for associative ring spectra that our result recovers as a very special case.
Theorem 1.4 (Homotopy excision for structured ring spectra). Let O be an operad
in R-modules. Let X be a homotopy pushout square of O-algebras (resp. left O-
modules) of the form
X∅
//

X{1}

X{2}
// X{1,2}
Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Consider any k1, k2 ≥ −1. If each
X∅→X{i} is ki-connected (i = 1, 2), then
(a) X is l-cocartesian (Definition 3.4) in ModR (resp. SymSeq) with l = k1 +
k2 + 1,
(b) X is k-cartesian (Definition 3.5) with k = k1 + k2.
Relaxing the assumption in Theorem 1.4 that X is a homotopy pushout square,
we obtain the following result which is the direct analog for structured ring spectra
of the original Blakers-Massey Theorem for spaces.
Theorem 1.5 (Blakers-Massey theorem for structured ring spectra). Let O be an
operad in R-modules. Let X be a commutative square of O-algebras (resp. left
O-modules) of the form
X∅
//

X{1}

X{2}
// X{1,2}
Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Consider any k1, k2 ≥ −1, and k12 ∈ Z.
If each X∅→X{i} is ki-connected (i = 1, 2) and X is k12-cocartesian, then X is
k-cartesian, where k is the minimum of k12 − 1 and k1 + k2.
The following higher homotopy excision result lies at the heart of this paper. It
can be thought of as a structured ring spectra analog of higher homotopy excision
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(see Goodwillie [14, 2.3]) in the context of spaces. This result also implies that the
identity functors for AlgO and LtO are 0-analytic in the sense of [14, 4.2].
Theorem 1.6 (Higher homotopy excision for structured ring spectra). Let O be
an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set. Let X be a strongly ∞-
cocartesian (Definition 3.4) W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules). Assume
that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Let ki ≥ −1 for each i ∈W . If each X∅→X{i} is
ki-connected (i ∈ W ), then
(a) X is l-cocartesian in ModR (resp. SymSeq) with l = |W | − 1 +
∑
i∈W ki,
(b) X is k-cartesian with k =
∑
i∈W ki.
The preceding results are all special cases of the following theorem which relaxes
the assumption in Theorem 1.6 that X is strongly ∞-cocartesian. This result is a
structured ring spectra analog of Goodwillie’s higher Blakers-Massey theorem for
spaces [14, 2.5].
Theorem 1.7 (Higher Blakers-Massey theorem for structured ring spectra). Let
O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set. Let X be a W -cube of
O-algebras (resp. left O-modules). Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected, and
suppose that
(i) for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , the V -cube ∂V∅ X (formed by all maps in
X between X∅ and XV ) is kV -cocartesian,
(ii) −1 ≤ kU ≤ kV for each U ⊂ V .
Then X is k-cartesian, where k is the minimum of −|W |+
∑
V ∈λ(kV + 1) over all
partitions λ of W by nonempty sets.
For instance, when n = 3, k is the minimum of
k{1,2,3} − 2, k{1,2} + k{3} − 1,
k{1,3} + k{2} − 1,
k{2,3} + k{1} − 1, k{1} + k{2} + k{3}.
Our other results are dual versions of Theorems 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7.
Theorem 1.8 (Dual homotopy excision for structured ring spectra). Let O be an
operad in R-modules. Let X be a homotopy pullback square of O-algebras (resp. left
O-modules) of the form
X∅ //

X{1}

X{2}
// X{1,2}
Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Consider any k1, k2 ≥ −1. If X{2}→X{1,2}
is k1-connected and X{1}→X{1,2} is k2-connected, then X is k-cocartesian with
k = k1 + k2 + 2.
The following result relaxes the assumption that X is a homotopy pullback
square.
Theorem 1.9 (Dual Blakers-Massey theorem for structured ring spectra). Let O
be an operad in R-modules. Let X be a commutative square of O-algebras (resp. left
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O-modules) of the form
X∅
//

X{1}

X{2}
// X{1,2}
Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Consider any k1, k2, k12 ≥ −1 with k1 ≤
k12 and k2 ≤ k12. If X{2}→X{1,2} is k1-connected, X{1}→X{1,2} is k2-connected,
and X is k12-cartesian, then X is k-cocartesian, where k is the minimum of k12+1
and k1 + k2 + 2.
Theorem 1.10 (Higher dual homotopy excision for structured ring spectra). Let
O be an operad in R-modules and W a finite set with |W | ≥ 2. Let X be a
strongly ∞-cartesian (Definition 3.5) W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules).
Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Let ki ≥ −1 for each i ∈ W . If
each XW−{i}→XW is ki-connected (i ∈ W ), then X is k-cocartesian with k =
|W |+
∑
i∈W ki.
The last three results are all special cases of the following theorem which is
a structured ring spectra analog of Goodwillie’s higher dual Blakers-Massey the-
orem for spaces [14, 2.6]. This specializes to the higher dual homotopy excision
result (Theorem 1.10) in the special case that X is strongly ∞-cartesian, and to
Theorem 1.9 in the case |W | = 2.
Theorem 1.11 (Higher dual Blakers-Massey theorem for structured ring spectra).
Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set. Let X be a W -cube
of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules). Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected, and
suppose that
(i) for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , the V -cube ∂WW−V X (formed by all maps
in X between XW−V and XW ) is kV -cartesian,
(ii) −1 ≤ kU ≤ kV for each U ⊂ V .
Then X is k-cocartesian, where k is the minimum of kW + |W | − 1 and |W | +∑
V ∈λ kV over all partitions λ of W by nonempty sets not equal to W .
In this paper, the homotopy groups pi∗Y of a symmetric spectrum Y denote
the derived homotopy groups (or true homotopy groups) [32, 33]; i.e., pi∗Y always
denotes the homotopy groups of a stable fibrant replacement of Y , and hence of a
flat stable fibrant replacement of Y . See Schwede [33] for several useful properties
enjoyed by the true homotopy groups of a symmetric spectrum.
Remark 1.12 (The chain complexes setting). The main results in [16] in the context
of symmetric spectra are developed side-by-side with the corresponding results in
the context of unbounded chain complexes over a commutative ring. The reader
of [16] will immediately observe that the proofs of the main results, Theorems 1.4
to 1.11, remain true without changes in the unbounded chain complex setting de-
scribed in [16], provided that the operad is furthermore Σ-cofibrant and admissible.
In other words, the proofs in the chain complex setting are precisely identical, one
simply replaces homotopy groups with homology groups.
Alternately, one can understand our results in the chain complexes setting by
simply appealing to the work of Richter-Shipley [29], Schwede-Shipley [35], and
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Shipley [36] to establish zig-zags of Quillen equivalences between the category of
O-algebras in chain complexes and the category of algebras over the corresponding
operad in the symmetric spectra setting.
Remark 1.13 (The motivic setting). It seems reasonable that one could adjust the
arguments in this paper to the setting of t-structures of Beilinson-Bernstein-Deligne
[4], with the idea that one could apply the resulting theorems to the motivic setting,
with its variety of t-structures; the desirability of Goodwillie calculus [14] for motivic
spectra has already been pointed out by Dundas-Ro¨ndigs-Østvær [8]. The results
of the current paper would form part of the foundation for such a theory. It seems
reasonable that one could work in the setting of a stable model category with an
appropriately compatible symmetric monoidal structure and t-structure. Working
out the precise conditions and details is beyond the scope of the current paper and
will not be explored here.
Remark 1.14 (The∞-categorical setting). Since the positive flat stable model struc-
ture is precisely the condition that guarantees that the underlying ∞-category of
the model category of O-algebras is equivalent to the ∞-category of (homotopy
coherent) algebras over the nerve of O defined in Lurie [22], it seems reasonable
that one could adjust the arguments in this paper to the context of∞-operads [22].
This is beyond the scope of the current paper and will not be explored here.
1.15. Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we recall some preliminaries on
algebras and modules over operads. In Section 3 we prove our main results. Much
of the work is concerned with proving higher homotopy excision (Theorem 1.6)
which we obtain as a special case of a more general result, Theorem 3.32. We
then use an induction argument due to Goodwillie to pass from this to the higher
Blakers-Massey result (Theorem 1.7). We can then use higher Blakers-Massey to
deduce, first, higher dual homotopy excision (Theorem 1.10) and then higher dual
Blakers-Massey (Theorem 1.11).
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Bauer, Bjorn Dundas, Bill Dwyer, Brenda Johnson, Nick Kuhn, Ib Madsen, Jim
McClure, and Donald Yau for useful remarks. The second author is grateful to
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and to Mark Behrens and Haynes Miller for a stimulating and enjoyable visit to
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summer 2011, and for their invitation which made this possible. The authors would
like to thank an anonymous referee for his or her suggestions and comments, which
have resulted in a significant improvement. The first author was partially supported
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2. Preliminaries
The purpose of this section is to recall various preliminaries on algebras and left
modules over operads needed in this paper. Define the sets n := {1, . . . , n} for each
n ≥ 0, where 0 := ∅ denotes the empty set. If W is a finite set, we denote by |W |
the number of elements in W . For a more detailed development of the material in
this section, see [15, 17].
Definition 2.1. Let M be a category with initial object ∅ and n ≥ 0.
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• (Σ,∐,0) is the symmetric monoidal category of finite sets and their bijec-
tions; here, ∐ denotes disjoint union of sets.
• (ModR, ∧ ,R) is the closed symmetric monoidal category of R-modules.
• A symmetric sequence inModR (resp. M) is a functor A : Σop→ModR (resp.
A : Σop→M). Denote by SymSeq the category of symmetric sequences in
ModR and their natural transformations.
• A symmetric sequence A is concentrated at n if A[u] = ∅ for all u 6= n; here,
∅ denotes the initial object in ModR (resp. M).
Definition 2.2. Let A1, . . . , At ∈ SymSeq. Their tensor product A1⊗ˇ · · · ⊗ˇAt ∈
SymSeq is the left Kan extension of objectwise smash along coproduct of sets
(Σop)×t
A1×···×At //
∐

(ModR)
×t ∧ // ModR
Σop
A1⊗ˇ···⊗ˇAt
left Kan extension
// ModR
If X is a finite set and A is an object in ModR, we use the usual dot notation
A · X (see Mac Lane [23] or [17, 2.3]) to denote the copower A · X defined by
A · X :=
∐
X A, the coproduct in ModR of |X | copies of A. Recall the following
useful calculations for tensor products.
Proposition 2.3. Let A1, . . . , At ∈ SymSeq and U ∈ Σ, with u := |U |. There are
natural isomorphisms
(A1⊗ˇ · · · ⊗ˇAt)[U ] ∼=
∐
pi : U→t
in Set
A1[pi
−1(1)]∧ · · · ∧At[pi
−1(t)]
∼=
∐
u1+···+ut=u
A1[u1]∧ · · · ∧At[ut] ·
Σu1×···×Σut
Σu(2.4)
Here, Set is the category of sets and their maps, and (2.4) displays the tensor
product (A1⊗ˇ · · · ⊗ˇAt)[U ] as a coproduct of Σu1 × · · · × Σut -orbits. It will be
conceptually useful to extend the definition of tensor powers A⊗ˇt to situations in
which the integers t are replaced by a finite set T .
Definition 2.5. Let A ∈ SymSeq and T, U ∈ Σ. The tensor powers A⊗ˇT ∈ SymSeq
are defined objectwise by
(A⊗ˇ∅)[U ] :=
∐
pi : U→∅
in Set
R, (A⊗ˇT )[U ] :=
∐
pi : U→T
in Set
∧
t∈T
A[pi−1(t)] (T 6= ∅).
Note that there are no functions pi : U→∅ in Set unless U = ∅. We will use the
abbreviation A⊗ˇ0 := A⊗ˇ∅. We use the convention that X∧0 := R denotes the unit
in (ModR, ∧ ,R) for any R-module X .
Definition 2.6. Let A,B,C ∈ SymSeq, and t, u ≥ 0. The circle product (or
composition product or substitution product) A◦B ∈ SymSeq is defined objectwise
by the coend
(A ◦B)[u] := A∧Σ(B
⊗ˇ−)[u] ∼=
∐
t≥0
A[t]∧Σt(B
⊗ˇt)[u].(2.7)
Proposition 2.8.
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(a) (SymSeq, ⊗ˇ, 1) has the structure of a closed symmetric monoidal category
with all small limits and colimits. The unit for ⊗ˇ denoted “1” is the sym-
metric sequence concentrated at 0 with value R.
(b) (SymSeq, ◦, I) has the structure of a closed monoidal category with all small
limits and colimits. The unit for ◦ denoted “I” is the symmetric sequence
concentrated at 1 with value R. Circle product is not symmetric.
Definition 2.9. Let Z ∈ ModR. Define Zˆ ∈ SymSeq to be the symmetric sequence
concentrated at 0 with value Z.
The functor −ˆ : ModR→SymSeq fits into the adjunction
ModR
−ˆ // SymSeq
Ev0
oo
with left adjoint on top and Ev0 the evaluation functor defined objectwise by
Ev0(B) := B[0]. Note that −ˆ embeds ModR in SymSeq as the full subcategory
of symmetric sequences concentrated at 0.
Definition 2.10. Let O be a symmetric sequence and Z ∈ ModR. The corre-
sponding functor O : ModR→ModR is defined objectwise by O(Z) := O ◦ (Z) :=
∐t≥0O[t]∧ΣtZ
∧t.
Proposition 2.11. Let O, A ∈ SymSeq and Z ∈ ModR. There are natural isomor-
phisms
Ô(Z) = Ô ◦ (Z) ∼= O ◦ Zˆ, Ev0(O ◦A) ∼= O ◦
(
Ev0(A)
)
.(2.12)
Proof. This follows from (2.7) and (2.4). 
Definition 2.13. An operad in R-modules is a monoid object in (SymSeq, ◦, I) and
a morphism of operads is a morphism of monoid objects in (SymSeq, ◦, I).
Remark 2.14. If O is an operad, then the associated functor O : ModR→ModR
inherits the structure of a monad.
Definition 2.15. Let O be an operad in R-modules.
• A left O-module is an object in (SymSeq, ◦, I) with a left action of O and a
morphism of left O-modules is a map that respects the left O-module struc-
ture. Denote by LtO the category of left O-modules and their morphisms.
• An O-algebra is an algebra for the monad O : ModR→ModR and a mor-
phism of O-algebras is a map inModR that respects the O-algebra structure.
Denote by AlgO the category of O-algebras and their morphisms.
It follows easily from (2.12) that an O-algebra is the same as an R-module Z with
a left O-module structure on Zˆ, and if Z and Z ′ are O-algebras, then a morphism
of O-algebras is the same as a map f : Z→Z ′ in ModR such that fˆ : Zˆ→Zˆ ′ is a
morphism of left O-modules. In other words, an algebra over an operad O is the
same as a left O-module that is concentrated at 0, and AlgO embeds in LtO as the
full subcategory of left O-modules concentrated at 0, via the functor −ˆ : AlgO→LtO,
Z 7−→ Zˆ. Define the evaluation functor Ev0 : LtO→AlgO objectwise by Ev0(B) :=
B[0].
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Proposition 2.16. Let O be an operad in R-modules. There are adjunctions
ModR
O◦(−) //
AlgO,
U
oo SymSeq
O◦− //
LtO,
U
oo AlgO
−ˆ //
LtO,
Ev0
oo(2.17)
with left adjoints on top and U the forgetful functor. All small colimits exist in
AlgO and LtO, and both reflexive coequalizers and filtered colimits are created by the
forgetful functors. All small limits exist in AlgO and LtO, and are created by the
forgetful functors.
Throughout this paper, we use the following model structures on the categories
of O-algebras and left O-modules.
Definition 2.18. Let O be an operad in R-modules. The positive flat stable model
structure on AlgO (resp. LtO) has as weak equivalences the stable equivalences (resp.
objectwise stable equivalences) and as fibrations the positive flat stable fibrations
(resp. objectwise positive flat stable fibrations).
The model structures in Definition 2.18 are established in [15, 18, 19]. For a
description of the cofibrations, see [15, Section 4] and [19, Section 7]. For ease
of notation, we have followed Schwede [32] in using the term flat (e.g., flat stable
model structure) for what is called S (e.g., stable S-model structure) in [20, 30, 36].
For some of the good properties of the flat stable model structure, see [20, 5.3.7
and 5.3.10].
3. Homotopical Analysis of Cubical Diagrams
In this section we prove the main results of the paper. The following definitions
and constructions appear in Goodwillie [14] in the context of spaces, and will also
be useful in our context of structured ring spectra.
Definition 3.1 (Indexing categories for cubical diagrams). Let W be a finite set
and M a category.
• Denote by P(W ) the poset of all subsets of W , ordered by inclusion ⊂ of
sets. We will often regard P(W ) as the category associated to this partial
order in the usual way; the objects are the elements of P(W ), and there is
a morphism U→V if and only if U ⊂ V .
• Denote by P0(W ) ⊂ P(W ) the poset of all nonempty subsets ofW ; it is the
full subcategory of P(W ) containing all objects except the initial object ∅.
• Denote by P1(W ) ⊂ P(W ) the poset of all subsets of W not equal to W ; it
is the full subcategory of P(W ) containing all objects except the terminal
object W .
• A W -cube X in M is a P(W )-shaped diagram X in M; in other words, a
functor X : P(W )→M.
Remark 3.2. If n = |W | and X is a W -cube in M, we will sometimes refer to X
simply as an n-cube in M. In particular, a 0-cube is an object in M and a 1-cube is
a morphism in M.
Definition 3.3 (Faces of cubical diagrams). LetW be a finite set andM a category.
Let X be a W -cube in M and consider any subsets U ⊂ V ⊂ W . Denote by ∂VUX
the (V − U)-cube defined objectwise by
T 7→ (∂VUX)T := XT∪U , T ⊂ V − U.
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In other words, ∂VUX is the (V −U)-cube formed by all maps in X between XU and
XV . We say that ∂
V
UX is a face of X of dimension |V − U |.
Definition 3.4. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a finite set. Let X be a
W -cube in AlgO (resp. LtO) or ModR (resp. SymSeq) and k ∈ Z.
• X is a cofibration cube if the map colimP1(V )X→ colimP(V ) X
∼= XV is a
cofibration for each V ⊂W ; in particular, each XV is cofibrant.
• X is k-cocartesian if the map hocolimP1(W ) X→hocolimP(W ) X ≃ XW is
k-connected.
• X is ∞-cocartesian if the map hocolimP1(W ) X→hocolimP(W ) X ≃ XW is a
weak equivalence.
• X is strongly ∞-cocartesian if each face of dimension ≥ 2 is ∞-cocartesian.
• X is a pushout cube if the map colimP1(V ) X→ colimP(V ) X
∼= XV is an iso-
morphism for each V ⊂W with |V | ≥ 2; i.e., if it is built by colimits in the
usual way out of the maps X∅→XV , V ⊂W , |V | = 1.
These definitions and constructions dualize as follows. Note that when looking
for the appropriate dual construction, it is useful to observe that X = ∂V∅ X when
restricted to P(V ); for instance, colimP1(V ) X = colimP1(V ) ∂
V
∅ X.
Definition 3.5. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a finite set. Let X be a
W -cube in AlgO (resp. LtO) or ModR (resp. SymSeq) and k ∈ Z.
• X is a fibration cube if the map XV ∼= limP(W−V ) ∂
W
V X→ limP0(W−V ) ∂
W
V X
is a fibration for each V ⊂W ; in particular, each XV is fibrant.
• X is k-cartesian if the map X∅ ≃ holimP(W ) X→holimP0(W ) X is k-connected.
• X is ∞-cartesian if the map X∅ ≃ holimP(W ) X→ holimP0(W ) X is a weak
equivalence.
• X is strongly ∞-cartesian if each face of dimension ≥ 2 is ∞-cartesian.
• X is a pullback cube if the map XV ∼= limP(W−V ) ∂
W
V X→ limP0(W−V ) ∂
W
V X
is an isomorphism for each V ⊂ W with |W − V | ≥ 2; i.e., if it is built by
limits in the usual way out of the maps XV→XW , V ⊂W , |W − V | = 1.
Remark 3.6. It is important to note that every 1-cube in AlgO, LtO, ModR, or
SymSeq is strongly ∞-cocartesian (resp. strongly ∞-cartesian), since there are
no faces of dimension ≥ 2, but only the 1-cubes that are weak equivalences are
∞-cocartesian (resp. ∞-cartesian).
Proposition 3.7. Let k ∈ Z. Consider any maps X→Y→Z in AlgO (resp. LtO)
or ModR (resp. SymSeq).
(a) If X→Y and Y→Z are k-connected, then X→Z is k-connected.
(b) If X→Y is (k − 1)-connected and X→Z is k-connected, then Y→Z is k-
connected.
(c) If X→Z is k-connected and Y→Z is (k + 1)-connected, then X→Y is k-
connected.
Proof. This is because the forgetful functor to symmetric spectra creates k-connected
maps. 
Versions of the following connectivity estimates are proved in Goodwillie [14,
1.6–1.8] in the context of spaces, and exactly the same arguments give a proof of
Propositions 3.8 and 3.9 below in the context of structured ring spectra; this is an
exercise left to the reader.
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Proposition 3.8. Let W be a finite set and k ∈ Z. Consider any map X→Y of
W -cubes in AlgO (resp. LtO) or ModR (resp. SymSeq).
(a) If X→Y and X are k-cocartesian, then Y is k-cocartesian.
(b) If X is (k−1)-cocartesian and Y is k-cocartesian, then X→Y is k-cocartesian.
(c) If X→Y and Y are k-cartesian, then X is k-cartesian.
(d) If X is k-cartesian and Y is (k + 1)-cartesian, then X→Y is k-cartesian.
Proposition 3.9. Let W be a finite set and k ∈ Z. Consider any map X→Y→Z
of W -cubes in AlgO (resp. LtO) or ModR (resp. SymSeq).
(a) If X→Y and Y→Z are k-cocartesian, then X→Z is k-cocartesian.
(b) If X→Y is (k − 1)-cocartesian and X→Z is k-cocartesian, then Y→Z is
k-cocartesian.
(c) If X→Y and Y→Z are k-cartesian, then X→Z is k-cartesian.
(d) If X→Z is k-cartesian and Y→Z is (k + 1)-cartesian, then X→Y is k-
cartesian.
The following results depend on the fact that the model structures on ModR and
SymSeq are stable, so that fibration and cofibration sequences coincide. Note that
these do not hold, in general, for AlgO and LtO.
Proposition 3.10. Let W be a finite set and k ∈ Z. Let X be a W -cube in ModR
(resp. SymSeq).
(a) X is k-cocartesian if and only if X is (k − |W |+ 1)-cartesian.
(b) X is k-cartesian if and only if X is (k + |W | − 1)-cocartesian.
Proof. This is because the total homotopy cofiber of X (see Goodwillie [14, 1.4])
is weakly equivalent to the |W |-th suspension, usually denoted Σ|W |, of the total
homotopy fiber of X (see [14, 1.1a]). 
3.11. Proof of higher homotopy excision for AlgO and LtO. The purpose of
this section is to prove Theorem 1.6. At the heart of our proof is a homotopical
analysis of the construction OA described in Proposition 3.13. We deduce Theo-
rem 1.6 from a more general result about the effect of the construction A 7→ OA on
strongly ∞-cocartesian cubes.
Definition 3.12. Consider symmetric sequences in ModR. A symmetric array in
ModR is a symmetric sequence in SymSeq; i.e., a functor A : Σ
op→SymSeq. Denote
by SymArray := SymSeqΣ
op
the category of symmetric arrays in ModR and their
natural transformations.
A first step in analyzing the pushouts in (3.19) below is an analysis of certain
coproducts. The following proposition is motivated by Goerss-Hopkins [13, Section
2.3] and Mandell [24, Section 13]; a proof is given in [15, 4.7]. The OA construction
that arises here is crucial to our arguments.
Proposition 3.13. Let O be an operad in ModR, A ∈ AlgO (resp. A ∈ LtO), and
Y ∈ ModR (resp. Y ∈ SymSeq). Consider any coproduct in AlgO (resp. LtO) of
the form A ∐ O ◦ (Y ) (resp. A ∐ (O ◦ Y )). There exists a symmetric sequence OA
(resp. symmetric array OA) and natural isomorphisms
A ∐ O ◦ (Y ) ∼=
∐
q≥0
OA[q]∧ΣqY
∧q
(
resp. A ∐ (O ◦ Y ) ∼=
∐
q≥0
OA[q]⊗ˇΣqY
⊗ˇq
)
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in the underlying category ModR (resp. SymSeq). For any q ≥ 0, then OA[q] is
naturally isomorphic to a colimit of the form
OA[q] ∼= colim
( ∐
p≥0
O[p+ q]∧ ΣpA
∧p
∐
p≥0
O[p+ q]∧Σp(O ◦ (A))
∧p
d1
oo
d0oo )
,
resp. OA[q] ∼= colim
( ∐
p≥0
O[p+ q]∧ ΣpA
⊗ˇp
∐
p≥0
O[p+ q]∧Σp(O ◦A)
⊗ˇp
d1
oo
d0oo )
,
in ModR
Σopq (resp. SymSeqΣ
op
q ), with d0 induced by operad multiplication and d1
induced by the left O-action map m : O ◦ (A)→A (resp. m : O ◦A→A).
Remark 3.14. Other possible notations for OA include UO(A) or U(A); these are
closer to the notation used in [10, 24] and are not to be confused with the forgetful
functors. It is interesting to note—although we will not use it in this paper—that
in the context of O-algebras the symmetric sequence OA has the structure of an
operad; it parametrizes O-algebras under A and is sometimes called the enveloping
operad for A. It is for this purpose that the OA construction appears in [11].
Recall from [19] the following proposition.
Proposition 3.15. Let O be an operad in ModR and let q ≥ 0. Then the func-
tor O(−)[q] : AlgO→ModR
Σopq (resp. O(−)[q] : LtO→SymSeq
Σopq ) preserves reflexive
coequalizers and filtered colimits.
Remark 3.16. Reflexive coequalizers and filtered colimits are the two main examples
of sifted colimits. Although we will not need this generalization here, the functor
O(−)[q] commutes with all sifted colimits.
Definition 3.17. Let i : X→Y be a morphism in ModR (resp. SymSeq) and t ≥ 1.
Define Qt0 := X
∧t (resp. Qt0 := X
⊗ˇt) and Qtt := Y
∧t (resp. Qtt := Y
⊗ˇt). For 0 <
q < t define Qtq inductively by the left-hand (resp. right-hand) pushout diagrams
Σt ·Σt−q×Σq X
∧(t−q) ∧Qqq−1
i∗

pr∗ // Qtq−1

Σt ·Σt−q×Σq X
∧(t−q) ∧Y ∧q // Qtq
Σt ·Σt−q×Σq X
⊗ˇ(t−q)⊗ˇQqq−1
i∗

pr∗ // Qtq−1

Σt ·Σt−q×Σq X
⊗ˇ(t−q)⊗ˇY ⊗ˇq // Qtq
in ModR
Σt (resp. SymSeqΣt). We sometimes denote Qtq by Q
t
q(i) to emphasize in
the notation the map i : X→Y . The maps pr∗ and i∗ are the obvious maps induced
by i and the appropriate projection maps; see, for instance, [15, 4.15] for a useful
elaboration of this construction in low dimensions.
The following filtrations of Elmendorf-Mandell [10] provide one of the key techni-
cal tools needed for establishing the main results in this paper; their construction is
motivated by [10, Section 11] where they appear for the case r = 0 in the context of
simplicial multifunctors of symmetric spectra. The refinement to r ≥ 0 is motivated
by comparing [10, Section 11] with Mandell [24, 13.7]. These filtrations have been
exploited as a kind of secret weapon in [13, 15, 16, 17, 19]; for other approaches
to these types of filtrations compare [12, 34]. A proof of the Elmendorf-Mandell
filtrations, in their refined form as described by the following proposition, is given
in [19].
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Proposition 3.18. Let O be an operad in ModR, A ∈ AlgO (resp. A ∈ LtO), and
i : X→Y in ModR (resp. SymSeq). Consider any pushout diagram in AlgO (resp.
LtO) of the form
O ◦ (X)
f //
id◦(i)

A
j

O ◦ (Y ) // B
resp. O ◦X
f //
id◦i

A
j

O ◦ Y // B
(3.19)
For each r ≥ 0, OB[r] is naturally isomorphic to a filtered colimit of the form
OB[r] ∼= colim
(
O0A[r]
j1 // O1A[r]
j2 // O2A[r]
j3 // · · ·
)
(3.20)
in ModR
Σopr (resp. SymSeqΣ
op
r ), with O0A[r] := OA[r] and O
t
A[r] defined inductively
by pushout diagrams in ModR
Σopr (resp. SymSeqΣ
op
r ) of the form
OA[t + r]∧ΣtQ
t
t−1
id∧Σt i∗

f∗ // Ot−1A [r]
jt

OA[t + r]∧ ΣtY
∧t ξt // OtA[r]
resp. OA[t + r]⊗ˇΣtQ
t
t−1
id⊗ˇΣt i∗

f∗ // Ot−1A [r]
jt

OA[t + r]⊗ˇΣtY
⊗ˇt ξt // OtA[r]
(3.21)
Remark 3.22. It is important to note (see [19]) that for r = 0 the filtration (3.20)
specializes to a filtered colimit of the pushout in (3.19) of the form
B ∼= OB[0] ∼= colim
(
A0
j1 //A1
j2 //A2
j3 // · · ·
)
(3.23)
in the underlying category ModR (resp. SymSeq), with A0 := OA[0] ∼= A and
At := O
t
A[0].
Proposition 3.24. Let n ≥ −1. If the map i : X→Y in Proposition 3.18 is an
n-connected generating cofibration or generating acyclic cofibration in ModR (resp.
SymSeq) with the positive flat stable model structure, and R,OA are (−1)-connected,
then each map jt in (3.23) and (3.21) is an n-connected monomorphism. In par-
ticular, the map j in (3.19) is an n-connected monomorphism in the underlying
category ModR (resp. SymSeq).
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. The generating cofibrations
(see [15, 4.2(b)] or [19, 7.10(b)]) and acyclic cofibrations in SymSeq have cofibrant
domains. Hence by [18, 4.28*], each jt in (3.23) is a monomorphism. We know
that At/At−1 ∼= OA[t]⊗ˇΣt(Y/X)
⊗ˇt and ∗→Y/X is an n-connected cofibration in
SymSeq. It follows from [19, 4.40] that each jt in (3.23) is n-connected. The case for
each map jt in (3.21) is similar. Here, it is important to note that since ∧ denotes
the smash product of R-modules (see [19, 7.4]), it is given by ∧ = (⊗S)R first
tensoring over the sphere spectrum S and then further dividing out by the R-action;
in particular, we have used the assumption that R is (−1)-connected to ensure that
the indicated smash powers behave as desired with respect to connectivity. 
The following proposition is closely related to Dugger-Shipley [7, A.3, A.4].
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Proposition 3.25. Let O be an operad in R-modules and n ≥ −1. If f : A→C
is an n-connected map in AlgO (resp. LtO) and R,OA are (−1)-connected, then f
factors in AlgO (resp. LtO) as
A
j // B
p // C(3.26)
a nice n-connected cofibration followed by an acyclic fibration. Here, “nice” means
that j is a (possibly transfinite) composition of pushouts of n-connected generating
cofibrations and generating acyclic cofibrations in AlgO (resp. LtO). This factor-
ization is functorial in all such f .
Proof of Proposition 3.25. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. Let
i : X→Y be an n-connected generating cofibration or generating acyclic cofibration
in SymSeq with the positive flat stable model structure, and consider the pushout
diagram
O ◦X //

Z0
i0

O ◦ Y // Z1
(3.27)
in LtO. Assume OZ0 is (−1)-connected; let’s verify that OZ1 is (−1)-connected and
i0 is an n-connected monomorphism in SymSeq. Let A := Z0. By Proposition 3.18,
we know OZ1 [r] is naturally isomorphic to a filtered colimit of the form
OZ1 [r]
∼= colim
(
O0A[r]
j1 // O1A[r]
j2 // O2A[r]
j3 // · · ·
)
in SymSeqΣ
op
r , and Proposition 3.24 verifies that each jt is an n-connected monomor-
phism. Since O0A = OZ0 is (−1)-connected by assumption, it follows that OZ1 is
(−1)-connected, and taking r = 0 (or using Proposition 3.24 again) finishes the
argument that i0 is an n-connected monomorphism in SymSeq.
Consider a sequence Z0 //Z1 //Z2 // · · · of pushouts of maps as in
(3.27), and let Z∞ := colimk Zk. Consider the naturally occurring map Z0→Z∞,
and assume OZ0 is (−1)-connected. By the argument above we know that
OZ0 [r] // OZ1 [r] // OZ2 [r] // · · ·
is a sequence of n-connected monomorphisms, hence OZ∞ is (−1)-connected, and
taking r = 0 verifies that Z0→Z∞ is an n-connected monomorphism in SymSeq.
The small object argument (see [9, 7.12] for a useful introduction) produces a
factorization (3.26) of f such that p, and hence its fiber F → ∗, has the right lifting
property with respect to the n-connected generating cofibrations and generating
acyclic cofibrations in LtO, and j is a (possibly transfinite) composition of pushouts
of maps as in (3.27), starting with Z0 = A. It follows from the latter lifting
property that both p and its pullback F → ∗ are fibrations in LtO; in particular,
F [u] is stably fibrant and hence is an Ω-spectrum [20, 1.4] for each u ≥ 0. By
the argument above, it follows that j is n-connected. Since f is n-connected by
assumption, it follows that p is n-connected and therefore F → ∗ is n-connected.
Since F → ∗, furthermore, has the right lifting property with respect to the n-
connected generating cofibrations, it follows that the homotopy groups pikF [u] = 0
are trivial for each k ≥ n, u ≥ 0, and hence F → ∗ is a weak equivalence; therefore
p is a weak equivalence which completes the proof. 
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Remark 3.28. To keep the statement of Proposition 3.25 as simple and non-technical
as possible, we have been conservative in our choice for the set of maps used in the
small object argument. In other words, running the small object argument with
the set of n-connected generating cofibrations and generating acyclic cofibrations
in AlgO (resp. LtO) is sufficient for our purposes and makes for an attractive and
simple statement, but one can obtain the desired factorizations using a smaller set
of maps; this is an exercise left to the reader.
Proposition 3.29. Let O be an operad in R-modules and n ≥ −1. Let j : A→B be
a cofibration in AlgO (resp. LtO). Assume that R,OA are (−1)-connected. If j is
n-connected, then OA[r]→OB[r] is an n-connected monomorphism for each r ≥ 0.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. Proceed exactly as in the
proof of Proposition 3.25, and consider the pushout diagram (3.27). Assume OZ0 is
(−1)-connected; let’s verify that OZ0 [r]→OZ1 [r] is an n-connected monomorphism
for each r ≥ 0. This follows by arguing exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3.25.
Consider a sequence
Z0 //Z1 //Z2 // · · ·
of pushouts of maps as in (3.27), and let Z∞ := colimk Zk. Consider the naturally
occurring map Z0→Z∞, and assume OZ0 is (−1)-connected. By the argument
above we know that
OZ0 [r] // OZ1 [r] // OZ2 [r] // · · ·
is a sequence of n-connected monomorphisms, hence OZ0 [r]→OZ∞ [r] is an n-connected
monomorphism. Noting that every n-connected cofibration of the form A→B in
LtO is a retract of a (possibly transfinite) composition of pushouts of maps as in
(3.27), starting with Z0 = A, finishes the proof. 
Proposition 3.30. Let O be an operad in R-modules. If A is a cofibrant O-algebra
(resp. left O-module) and R,O, A are (−1)-connected, then OA is (−1)-connected.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. This follows from Propo-
sition 3.29 by considering the map O ◦ ∅→A in LtO, together with the natural
isomorphisms O ◦ ∅ ∼= Ô[0] and OO◦∅[r] ∼= Ô[r] for each r ≥ 0 (see [19, 5.31]). 
Remark 3.31. Any 3-cube X of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) may be regarded
as a map of 2-cubes A→B with A = ∂
{1,2}
∅ X (the top face of X) and B = ∂
{1,2,3}
{3} X
(the bottom face of X) as follows:
X∅
//

❄
❄
❄
X{1}
❄
❄❄

X{2}
//

X{1,2}

X{3}
❄
❄❄
// X{1,3}
❄
❄❄
X{2,3}
// X{1,2,3}
A∅ //

❄
❄
❄
A{1}
❄
❄
❄

A{2} //

A{1,2}

B∅
❄
❄
❄
// B{1}
❄
❄
❄
B{2} // B{1,2}
More generally, we may regard an (n+1)-cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules)
as a map of n-cubes A→B with A = ∂
{1,...,n}
∅ X and B = ∂
{1,...,n+1}
{n+1} X, for each
n ≥ 0. In particular, the map X∅→X{n+1} in X is the map A∅→B∅ in A→B.
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We now prove the following result of which Theorem 1.6 is the special case r = 0.
Theorem 3.32 (Homotopical analysis of OX for a pushout cofibration cube X).
Let O be an operad in R-modules and n ≥ 1. Let X be a pushout (n + 1)-cube of
O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) regarded as a map of pushout n-cubes A→B as
in Remark 3.31. Assume that R,OA∅ are (−1)-connected. Let k1, . . . , kn+1 ≥ −1.
Assume that each A∅→A{i} and A∅→B∅ are cofibrations between cofibrant objects
in AlgO (resp. LtO) (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Consider the associated left-hand diagram of the
form
colim
P1(n)
A

// A˜

colim
P1(n)
B // B˜
colim
P1(n)
OA[r]

// OA˜[r]

colim
P1(n)
OB[r] // OB˜[r]
(3.33)
in the underlying category ModR (resp. SymSeq), and more generally, the associated
right-hand diagrams (r ≥ 0) in ModR
Σopr (resp. SymSeqΣ
op
r ). If each A∅→A{i} is
ki-connected (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and A∅→B∅ is kn+1-connected, then the diagrams (3.33)
are (k1 + · · ·+ kn+1 + n)-cocartesian; here, A˜ := An and B˜ := Bn.
Remark 3.34. In other words, this theorem shows that the (n + 1)-cube OX[r] is
(k1 + · · ·+ kn+1 + n)-cocartesian for each r ≥ 0, or equivalently, it shows that the
(n + 1)-cube OX is (k1 + · · · + kn+1 + n)-cocartesian. The left-hand diagram in
(3.33) is the case r = 0 and the result here is precisely that needed for Theorem 1.6.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. The argument is by in-
duction on n. It is convenient to start the induction at n = 0 in which case the
diagrams in (3.33) are maps (i.e., 1-cubes) of the form A˜→B˜ and OA˜[r]→OB˜[r].
Hence the case n = 0 is verified by Proposition 3.29. Let N ≥ 1 and assume the
proposition is true for each 0 ≤ n ≤ N−1. Consider part (a); let’s verify it remains
true for n = N . Let i : X→Y be a kn+1-connected generating cofibration or gen-
erating acyclic cofibration in SymSeq with the positive flat stable model structure,
Z0 a pushout n-cube in LtO, and consider any left-hand pushout diagram of the
form
O ◦X
id◦i

// Z0∅

O ◦ Y // Z1∅
Z0

Z1
OZ0 [r]

OZ1 [r]
(3.35)
in LtO with the middle map of pushout n-cubes the associated pushout (n+1)-cube
in LtO. Assume each Z0∅→Z0{i} is a ki-connected cofibration between cofibrant
objects in LtO (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and OZ0∅ is (−1)-connected; let’s verify that the as-
sociated right-hand maps of n-cubes (r ≥ 0), each regarded as an (n + 1)-cube in
SymSeqΣ
op
r , are (k1 + · · · + kn+1 + n)-cocartesian. If A := Z0 and A˜ := A{1,...,n},
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then by Proposition 3.18 there are corresponding filtrations
colim
P1(n)
O0A[r]
ξ0

// colim
P1(n)
O1A[r]
ξ1

// colim
P1(n)
O2A[r]
ξ2

// . . . // colim
P1(n)
O∞A [r]
ξ∞

·
(∗)1

// ·
(∗)2

// . . . // ·
(∗)∞

O0
A˜
[r] //
;;
O1
A˜
[r] // O2
A˜
[r] // . . . // O∞
A˜
[r]
(3.36)
together with induced maps ξt and (∗)t (t ≥ 1) that make the diagram in SymSeq
Σopr
commute; here, the upper diagrams are pushout diagrams and ξ∞ := colimt ξt, the
maps (∗)t are the obvious induced maps and (∗)∞ := colimt(∗)t, the left-hand
vertical map is naturally isomorphic to
colim
P1(n)
OZ0 [r] −→ OZ˜0 [r],
and the right-hand vertical maps are naturally isomorphic to the diagram
colim
P1(n)
OZ1 [r] −→
(
colim
P1(n)
OZ1 [r]
)
∪ OZ˜0 [r] −→ OZ˜1 [r];(3.37)
here, Z˜0 := Z0{1,...,n} and Z˜1 := Z1{1,...,n}. We want to show that the right-hand
map in (3.37) is (k1+ · · ·+kn+1+n)-connected; since the horizontal maps in (3.36)
are monomorphisms, it suffices to verify each map (∗)t is (k1 + · · · + kn+1 + n)-
connected. The argument is by induction on t. The map ξ0 factors as
colim
P1(n)
O0A[r] −→
(
colim
P1(n)
O0A[r]
)
∪ O0
A˜
[r]
(∗)0
−−→
∼=
O0
A˜
[r]
and since the right-hand map (∗)0 is an isomorphism, it is (k1 + · · · + kn+1 + n)-
connected. Consider the commutative diagram
colim
P1(n)
Ot−1A [r]
ξt−1

// colim
P1(n)
OtA[r]
ξt

//
(
colim
P1(n)
OA[t+ r]
)
⊗ˇΣt(Y/X)
⊗ˇt
∼=

(#)

·
(∗)t−1

// ·
(∗)t

// ·
(##)

Ot−1
A˜
[r] // Ot
A˜
[r] // OA˜[t+ r]⊗ˇΣt(Y/X)
⊗ˇt
(3.38)
with rows cofiber sequences. Since we know (Y/X)⊗ˇt is at least kn+1-connected
and colimP1(n) OA[t+ r] −→ OA˜[t+ r] is (k1 + · · ·+ kn + n− 1)-connected by the
induction hypothesis, it follows that (#) is (k1 + · · · + kn+1 + n)-connected, and
hence (##) is also. Since the rows in (3.38) are cofiber sequences, it follows by
induction on t that (∗)t is (k1 + · · · + kn+1 + n)-connected for each t ≥ 1. This
finishes the argument that the the right-hand maps of n-cubes (r ≥ 0) in (3.35),
each regarded as an (n+1)-cube in SymSeqΣ
op
r , are (k1+ · · ·+kn+1+n)-cocartesian.
Consider a sequence Z0→Z1→Z2→· · · of pushout n-cubes in LtO as in (3.35),
define Z˜n := Zn{1,...,n}, Z∞ := colimn Zn, and Z˜∞ := colimn Z˜n, and consider
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the naturally occurring map Z0→Z∞ of pushout n-cubes, regarded as a pushout
(n+ 1)-cube in LtO. Consider the associated left-hand diagram of the form
colim
P1(n)
Z0

// Z˜0

colim
P1(n)
Z∞ // Z˜∞
colim
P1(n)
OZ0 [r]

// OZ˜0 [r]

colim
P1(n)
OZ∞ [r] // OZ˜∞ [r]
(3.39)
in the underlying category SymSeq and the associated right-hand diagrams (r ≥
0) in SymSeqΣ
op
r . Assume each Z0∅→Z0{i} is a ki-connected cofibration between
cofibrant objects in LtO (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and OZ0∅ is (−1)-connected. We want to
show that the right-hand diagrams in (3.39) are (k1 + · · ·+ kn+1 + n)-cocartesian.
Consider the associated commutative diagram
colim
P1(n)
OZ0 [r]

// colim
P1(n)
OZ1 [r]
η1

// colim
P1(n)
OZ2 [r]
η2

// · · · // colim
P1(n)
OZ∞ [r]
η∞

·
(#)1

// ·
(#)2

// · · · // ·
(#)∞

OZ˜0 [r]
//
;;
OZ˜1 [r]
// OZ˜2 [r]
// · · · // OZ˜∞ [r]
(3.40)
in SymSeqΣ
op
r and induced maps ηt and (#)t (t ≥ 1); here, the upper diagrams
are pushout diagrams and η∞ := colimt ηt, the maps (#)t are the obvious induced
maps and (#)∞ := colimt(#)t, and the right-hand vertical maps are naturally
isomorphic to the diagram
colim
P1(n)
OZ∞ [r] −→
(
colim
P1(n)
OZ∞ [r]
)
∪ OZ˜0 [r] −→ OZ˜∞ [r](3.41)
We want to show that the right-hand map in (3.41) is (k1+· · ·+kn+1+n)-connected;
since the horizontal maps in (3.40) are monomorphisms, it suffices to verify each
map (#)t is (k1 + · · · + kn+1 + n)-connected. The argument is by induction on t.
The map (#)t factors as(
colim
P1(n)
OZt [r]
)
∪ OZ˜0 [r]
//
(
colim
P1(n)
OZt [r]
)
∪ OZ˜t−1 [r]
// OZ˜t [r](3.42)
We know from above that (#)1 and the right-hand map in (3.42) are (k1 + · · · +
kn+1 + n)-connected for each t ≥ 1, hence it follows by induction on t that (#)t
is (k1 + · · ·+ kn+1 + n)-connected for each t ≥ 1. This finishes the argument that
the right-hand diagrams (r ≥ 0) in (3.39) are (k1 + · · · + kn+1 + n)-cocartesian in
SymSeqΣ
op
r .
It follows from Proposition 3.25 that the pushout (n + 1)-cube A→B factors
as Z0
iλ−→ Zλ
p
−→ B, a composition of pushout (n + 1)-cubes in LtO, starting with
Z0 = A, where iλ is a (possibly transfinite) composition of pushout n-cubes as in
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(3.35) and p is an objectwise weak equivalence. Consider the associated diagram
colim
P1(n)
OZ0 [r]

// OZ˜0 [r]
 ##
colim
P1(n)
OZλ [r]
≃

//
(
colim
P1(n)
OZλ [r]
)
∪ OZ˜0 [r]
≃

(∗∗) // OZ˜λ [r]
≃

colim
P1(n)
OB[r] //
(
colim
P1(n)
OB[r]
)
∪ OZ˜0 [r]
(∗) // OB˜[r]
Noting that the bottom vertical arrows are weak equivalences, it follows that (∗) has
the same connectivity as (∗∗), which finishes the proof that the right-hand diagrams
(r ≥ 0) in (3.33) are (k1 + · · ·+ kn+1 + n)-cocartesian in SymSeq
Σopr . In particular,
taking r = 0 verifies that the left-hand diagram in (3.33) is (k1 + · · ·+ kn+1 + n)-
cocartesian in SymSeq. 
Theorem 3.43 (Theorem 1.6 restated). Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a
nonempty finite set. Let X be a strongly ∞-cocartesian W -cube of O-algebras (resp.
left O-modules). Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Let ki ≥ −1 for each
i ∈ W . If each X∅→X{i} is ki-connected (i ∈W ), then
(a) X is l-cocartesian in ModR (resp. SymSeq) with l = |W | − 1 +
∑
i∈W ki,
(b) X is k-cartesian with k =
∑
i∈W ki.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. It is enough to treat the
special case where X is a pushout cofibration W -cube in LtO. The case |W | = 1 is
trivial and the case |W | ≥ 2 follows from Theorem 3.32. 
Theorem 3.44 (Theorem 1.4 restated). Let O be an operad in R-modules. Let X
be a homotopy pushout square of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) of the form
X∅ //

X{1}

X{2}
// X{1,2}
Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Consider any k1, k2 ≥ −1. If each
X∅→X{i} is ki-connected (i = 1, 2), then
(a) X is l-cocartesian in ModR (resp. SymSeq) with l = k1 + k2 + 1,
(b) X is k-cartesian with k = k1 + k2.
Proof. This is the special case |W | = 2 of Theorem 1.6. 
3.45. Proof of the higher Blakers-Massey theorem for AlgO and LtO. The
purpose of this section is to prove the Blakers-Massey theorems 1.5 and 1.7. We
first show that Blakers-Massey for square diagrams (Theorem 1.5) follows fairly
easily from the higher homotopy excision result proved in the previous section.
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Theorem 3.46 (Theorem 1.5 restated). Let O be an operad in R-modules. Let X
be a commutative square of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) of the form
X∅
//

X{1}

X{2}
// X{1,2}
Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Consider any k1, k2 ≥ −1, and k12 ∈ Z.
If each X∅→X{i} is ki-connected (i = 1, 2) and X is k12-cocartesian, then X is
k-cartesian, where k is the minimum of k12 − 1 and k1 + k2.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. Let W := {1, 2}. It
is enough to consider the special case where X is a cofibration W -cube in LtO.
Consider the induced maps
colimSymSeq
P1(W )
X
(∗) // colimLtO
P1(W )
X
(∗∗) // colimLtO
P(W )
∼= XW
We know that (∗) is (k1+k2+1)-connected by homotopy excision (Theorem 1.4) and
(∗∗) is k12-connected by assumption. Hence by Proposition 3.7(a) the composition
is l-connected, where l is the minimum of k1 + k2 + 1 and k12; in other words, we
have verified that X is l-cocartesian in SymSeq, and Proposition 3.10(a) finishes the
proof.

We now turn to the proof of the higher Blakers-Massey result (Theorem 1.7).
Our approach follows that used by Goodwillie at the corresponding point in [14].
The following is an important warm-up calculation for Proposition 3.51.
Proposition 3.47. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set.
Let X be a cofibration W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules). Assume that
(i) for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , the V -cube ∂V∅ X (formed by all maps in
X between X∅ and XV ) is kV -cocartesian,
(ii) kU ≤ kV for each U ⊂ V .
Then, for every U $ V ⊂W , the (V − U)-cube ∂VUX is kV−U -cocartesian.
Proof. The argument is by induction on |U |. The case |U | = 0 is true by assump-
tion. Let n ≥ 1 and assume the proposition is true for each 0 ≤ |U | < n. Let’s
verify it remains true for |U | = n. Let u ∈ U and note that ∂VU−{u}X can be written
as the composition of cubes
∂
V−{u}
U−{u}X
// ∂VUX
We know by the induction assumption that the composition of cubes is k(V−U)∪{u}-
cocartesian and the left-hand cube is kV−U -cocartesian. Since kV−U ≤ k(V−U)∪{u}
by assumption, it follows from Proposition 3.8(a) that the right-hand cube is kV−U -
cocartesian which finishes the proof. 
Definition 3.48. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set.
Let X be a W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) and consider any subset
B ⊂ P(W ).
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• A subset A ⊂ B is convex if every element of B which is less than an
element of A is in A.
• Define AWmin := {V ⊂W : |V | ≤ 1} and A
W
max := P(W ).
• For each convex subset A ⊂ P(W ), the W -cube XA is defined objectwise
by (XA)U := colimA∩P(U) X ∼= colimT∈A, T⊂U XT .
The following proposition will be needed in the proof of Proposition 3.50 below.
Proposition 3.49. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a finite set. Let X
be a W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) and consider any convex subset
A ⊂ P(W ). Then for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , there is a natural isomorphism
colim
P1(V )
XA ∼= colim
A∩P1(V )
X = colim
T∈A, T$V
XT
Proof. This is because the indexing sets {T ∈ A : T ⊂ U, U $ V } and {T ∈ A :
T $ V } are the same. 
The following proposition explains the key properties of the XA construction
and its relationship to X; it is through these properties that the XA construction is
useful and meaningful.
Proposition 3.50. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set.
Let X be a W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) and consider any convex
subset AWmin ⊂ A ⊂ A
W
max.
(a) There are natural isomorphisms ∂V∅ XA
∼= ∂V∅ X if V ∈ A,
(b) The V -cube ∂V∅ XA is∞-cocartesian if V /∈ A and X is a cofibration W -cube
in AlgO.
Proof. Consider part (a). Let V ∈ A. Then we know that P(V ) ⊂ A, by A convex,
and hence A ∩ P(V ) = P(V ). It follows that (XA)V = colimP(V ) X ∼= XV . The
same argument shows that (XA)V ′ ∼= XV ′ , for each V
′ ⊂ V . Consider part (b). Let
V ⊂W and V /∈ A. Then A ∩ P(V ) = A ∩ P1(V ) and hence the composition
colim
P1(V )
∂V∅ XA = colim
P1(V )
XA ∼= colim
A∩P1(V )
X = colim
A∩P(V )
X = (XA)V = (∂
V
∅ XA)V
is an isomorphism which finishes the proof of part (b). 
The following proposition shows that XA inherits several of the homotopical
properties of X.
Proposition 3.51. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set.
Let X be a cofibration W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) and consider
any convex subset AWmin ⊂ A ⊂ A
W
max. Assume that
(i) for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , the V -cube ∂V∅ X (formed by all maps in
X between X∅ and XV ) is kV -cocartesian,
(ii) kU ≤ kV for each U ⊂ V .
Then, for each U $ V ⊂W , the (V − U)-cube ∂VUXA is kV−U -cocartesian.
Proof. By the induction argument in the proof of Proposition 3.47, it suffices to
verify that the V -cube ∂V∅ XA is kV -cocartesian, for each nonempty subset V ⊂W ,
and this follows immediately from Proposition 3.50. 
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The following proposition is proved in Goodwillie [14, 2.8] in the context of
spaces, and exactly the same argument gives a proof in the context of structured
ring spectra; this is an exercise left to the reader.
Proposition 3.52. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set.
Let X be a cofibration W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) and consider
any convex subset A ⊂ P(W ).
(a) For each inclusion A′ ⊂ A of convex subsets of P(W ), the induced map
colimA′ X→ colimA X is a cofibration in AlgO (resp. LtO),
(b) For any convex subsets A,B of P(W ), the diagram
colimA∩BX //

colimBX

colimA X // colimA∪B X
is a pushout diagram of cofibrations in AlgO (resp. LtO).
(c) If A ∈ A is maximal and the cofibration colimP1(A)X→ colimP(A)X
∼= XA
is kA-connected, then the cofibration
colim
A−{A}
X→ colim
A
X
is kA-connected.
The purpose of the following induction argument is to leverage the higher ho-
motopy excision result (Theorem 1.6) for structured ring spectra into a proof of
the first main theorem in this paper (Theorem 1.7)—the higher Blakers-Massey
theorem for structured ring spectra. Proposition 3.53 is motivated by Goodwillie
[14, 2.12]; it is essentially Goodwillie’s cubical induction argument, appropriately
modified to our situation.
Proposition 3.53 (Cubical induction argument). Let O be an operad in R-modules
and W a nonempty finite set. Suppose A ⊂ AWmax is convex, A ∈ A maximal,
|A| ≥ 2, and A′ := A − {A}. Let X be a cofibration W -cube of O-algebras (resp.
left O-modules). Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected, and suppose that
(i) for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , the V -cube ∂V∅ X (formed by all maps in
X between X∅ and XV ) is kV -cocartesian,
(ii) −1 ≤ kU ≤ kV for each U ⊂ V .
If XA′ is k-cartesian, then XA is k-cartesian, where k is the minimum of −|W |+∑
V ∈λ(kV + 1) over all partitions λ of W by nonempty sets.
Remark 3.54. In the case that X is a 3-cube, the following diagram illustrates one
of the cubical decompositions covered by Proposition 3.53. It corresponds to the
sequence of maximal elements: {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}; we benefitted from
the discussion in Munson-Volic´ [25] where this cubical decomposition is used, in
the context of spaces, to illustrate Goodwillie’s cubical induction argument.
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X∅
//

❄
❄
❄
X{1}
❄
❄
❄

X{1}
❄
❄
❄

X{1}
❄
❄
❄

X{2}
//

·

// X{1,2}

X{1,2}

X{3}
❄
❄
❄
// ·
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄ ·
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
// X{1,3}
❄
❄
❄
· //

· // · // ·

X{3}
❄
❄
❄
// X{1,3}
❄
❄
❄
X{2,3}
// ·

X{3}
❄
❄❄
// X{1,3}
❄
❄❄
X{2,3}
// X{1,2,3}
Proof of Proposition 3.53. The argument is by induction on |W |. The case |W | = 2
is verified by the proof of Theorem 1.5. Let n ≥ 3 and assume the proposition is
true for each 2 ≤ |W | < n. Let’s verify it remains true for |W | = n.
We know by assumption that XA′ is k-cartesian. We want to verify that XA
is k-cartesian (it might be helpful at this point to look ahead to (3.59) for the
decomposition of XA that we will use to finish the proof). Consider the induced map
of W -cubes XA′→XA. Note that if V 6⊃ A, then P(V ) 6∋ A and hence A′ ∩ P(V ) =
A ∩ P(V ); in particular, each of the maps
(XA′)V
id // (XA)V , V 6⊃ A(3.55)
in XA′→XA is the identity map. Note that if V ⊃ U ⊃ A, then the diagram
(XA′)U //

(XA)U

(XA′)V // (XA)V , V ⊃ U ⊃ A
(3.56)
is a pushout diagram by Proposition 3.52(b); in particular, focusing on this case is
the same as focusing on the subdiagram ∂WA XA′→∂
W
A XA of XA′→XA.
Let’s first verify that ∂WA XA′→∂
W
A XA is (k + |A| − 1)-cartesian. Let Y denote
∂WA XA′→∂
W
A XA regarded as a ((W −A) ∪ {∗})-cube as follows:
YV := (∂
W
A XA′)V = (XA′)V ∪A, V ⊂W −A,
YV := (∂
W
A XA)U = (XA)U∪A, U ⊂W −A, V = U ∪ {∗}.
Since |(W−A)∪{∗}| < |W |, our induction assumption can be applied to Y, provided
that the appropriate k′V -cocartesian estimates are satisfied. We claim that with the
following definitions
k′V := kV , ∅ 6= V ⊂W −A,
k′V := kA, V = {∗}
k′V :=∞, ∅ 6= U ⊂W −A, V = U ∪ {∗},
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the cube ∂V∅ Y (formed by all maps in Y between Y∅ and YV ) is k
′
V -cocartesian, for
each nonempty subset V ⊂ (W −A) ∪ {∗}. Let’s verify this now: If V ⊂W −A is
nonempty, then ∂V∅ Y is the cube ∂
A∪V
A XA′ which is kV -cocartesian by Proposition
3.51. If V = {∗}, then ∂V∅ Y is the map (XA′)A→(XA)A which is kA-connected
by Proposition 3.52(c). Finally, if V = U ∪ {∗} for any nonempty U ⊂ W − A,
then ∂V∅ Y is the cube ∂
A∪U
A XA′→∂
A∪U
A XA which is ∞-cocartesian by (3.56) and
Proposition 3.8(b). Hence by our induction hypothesis applied to Y: since the sum∑
V ∈λ′(k
′
V + 1) for a partition λ
′ of (W − A) ∪ {∗} by nonempty sets is always
either ∞, or the sum
∑
U∈λ(kU + 1) for a partition λ of W by nonempty sets in
which some U is A, we know that Y is k′-cartesian, where k′ is the minimum of
−|(W −A) ∪ {∗}|+
∑
U∈λ(kU + 1) over all partitions λ of W by nonempty sets in
which some U is A. In particular, this implies that Y, and hence ∂WA XA′→∂
W
A XA,
is (k + |A| − 1)-cartesian.
We next want to verify that
∂WA′XA′→∂
W
A XA is (k + |A
′| − 1)-cartesian(3.57)
for each A′ ⊂ A. We know that (3.57) is true for A′ = A by above. We will argue by
downward induction on |A′|. Suppose that (3.57) is true for some nonempty A′ ⊂ A.
Let a ∈ A′ and note that the cube ∂W
A′−{a}XA′→∂
W
A′−{a}XA can be written as the
diagram of cubes
∂
W−{a}
A′−{a}XA′
id //

∂
W−{a}
A′−{a}XA

∂WA′XA′
// ∂WA′XA
(3.58)
We know the top arrow is the identity by (3.55), and the bottom arrow is (k +
|A′| − 1)-cartesian by assumption. It follows from Proposition 3.8(d) that (3.58)
is (k + |A′| − 2)-cartesian, which finishes the argument that (3.57) is true for each
A′ ⊂ A.
To finish off the proof, let a ∈ A and note by (3.55) that XA can be written as
the composition of cubes
∂
W−{a}
∅ XA′→∂
W
{a}XA′→∂
W
{a}XA.(3.59)
The right-hand arrow is k-cartesian by (3.57) and the left-hand arrow is XA′ which
is k-cartesian by assumption, hence by Proposition 3.9(c) it follows that XA is
k-cartesian which finishes the proof. 
Theorem 3.60 (Theorem 1.7 restated). Let O be an operad in R-modules and W
a nonempty finite set. Let X be a W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules).
Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected, and suppose that
(i) for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , the V -cube ∂V∅ X (formed by all maps in
X between X∅ and XV ) is kV -cocartesian,
(ii) −1 ≤ kU ≤ kV for each U ⊂ V .
Then X is k-cartesian, where k is the minimum of −|W |+
∑
V ∈λ(kV + 1) over all
partitions λ of W by nonempty sets.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. It is enough to consider the
special case where X is a cofibrationW -cube in LtO. Let A := A
W
max, A
′ := AWmax−
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{W}, and note that XA is equal to X. Then it follows by induction from Proposition
3.53, together with Theorem 1.6 (to start the induction using A′ = AWmin) that X
is k-cartesian. 
3.61. Proof of higher dual homotopy excision for AlgO and LtO. We now turn
to the dual versions of our main results. In this section we prove the dual homotopy
excision results (Theorems 1.8 and 1.10). Notice that here we are leveraging the
fact that cartesian-ness in the categories AlgO and LtO is detected in the underlying
categories of R-modules and symmetric sequences, and that, in those underlying
categories, there is a close relationship between cartesian-ness and cocartesian-ness,
given by Proposition 3.10.
Theorem 3.62 (Theorem 1.8 restated). Let O be an operad in R-modules. Let X
be a homotopy pullback square of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) of the form
X∅ //

X{1}

X{2} // X{1,2}
Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Consider any k1, k2 ≥ −1. If X{2}→X{1,2}
is k1-connected and X{1}→X{1,2} is k2-connected, then X is k-cocartesian with
k = k1 + k2 + 2.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. Let W := {1, 2}. It
is enough to consider the special case where X is a cofibration W -cube in LtO.
Consider the induced maps
colimSymSeq
P1(W )
X
(∗) // colimLtO
P1(W )
X
(∗∗) // colimLtO
P(W )
∼= XW
We know that (∗) is (k1 + k2 + 1)-connected by homotopy excision (Theorem 1.4),
and since X is∞-cocartesian in the underlying category SymSeq, the composition is
∞-connected. Hence by Proposition 3.7(b) the map (∗∗) is (k1+ k2+2)-connected
which finishes the proof. 
Theorem 3.63 (Theorem 1.10 restated). Let O be an operad in R-modules and W
a finite set with |W | ≥ 2. Let X be a strongly ∞-cartesian W -cube of O-algebras
(resp. left O-modules). Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Let ki ≥ −1 for
each i ∈ W . If each XW−{i}→XW is ki-connected (i ∈W ), then X is k-cocartesian
with k = |W |+
∑
i∈W ki.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. The argument is by induc-
tion on |W |. The case |W | = 2 is verified by Theorem 1.8. Let n ≥ 3 and assume
the theorem is true for each 2 ≤ |W | < n. Let’s verify it remains true for |W | = n.
It suffices to consider the special case where X is a cofibration W -cube in LtO.
Consider the induced maps
colimSymSeq
P1(W )
X
(∗) // colimLtO
P1(W )
X
(∗∗) // colimLtO
P(W )
∼= XW(3.64)
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We want to show that (∗∗) is k-connected. Consider the W -cube X′ := XAmax−{W}
in LtO and note that (∗) is isomorphic to the map
colimSymSeq
P1(W )
X′
(∗)′ // colimSymSeq
P(W ) X
′ ∼= X′W
We know that X′ is∞-cocartesian in LtO, hence by higher Blakers-Massey (Theorem
1.7) applied to X′, together with the induction hypothesis, it follows that X′ is
k′-cartesian with k′ =
∑
i∈W ki. Hence by Proposition 3.10 we know that X
′ is
(k′+ |W |− 1)-cocartesian in SymSeq, and therefore (∗) is (k′+ |W |− 1)-connected.
Since the composition in (3.64) is ∞-connected, it follows from Proposition 3.7(b)
that (∗∗) is (k′ + |W |)-connected which finishes the proof. 
3.65. Proof of the higher dual Blakers-Massey theorem for AlgO and LtO.
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorems 1.9 and 1.11.
Theorem 3.66 (Theorem 1.9 restated). Let O be an operad in R-modules. Let X
be a commutative square of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) of the form
X∅
//

X{1}

X{2}
// X{1,2}
Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected. Consider any k1, k2, k12 ≥ −1 with k1 ≤
k12 and k2 ≤ k12. If X{2}→X{1,2} is k1-connected, X{1}→X{1,2} is k2-connected,
and X is k12-cartesian, then X is k-cocartesian, where k is the minimum of k12+1
and k1 + k2 + 2.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. Let W := {1, 2}. It
is enough to consider the special case where X is a cofibration W -cube in LtO.
Consider the induced maps
colimSymSeq
P1(W )
X
(∗) // colimLtO
P1(W )
X
(∗∗) // colimLtO
P(W )
∼= XW(3.67)
Since X is k12-cartesian, we know by Proposition 3.10 that X is (k12+1)-cocartesian
in SymSeq, and hence the composition in (3.67) is (k12 + 1)-connected. Since we
know the map (∗) is (k1+k2+1)-connected by homotopy excision (Theorem 1.4), it
follows that (∗∗) is k-connected by Proposition 3.7(b) which finishes the proof. 
Definition 3.68. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set.
Let X be a W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) and consider any subset
B ⊂ P(W ).
• A subset A ⊂ B is concave if every element of B which is greater than an
element of A is in A.
• Define AminW := {V ⊂W : |W − V | ≤ 1} and A
max
W := P(W ).
• For each concave subset A ⊂ P(W ), the W -cube XA is defined objectwise
by (XA)U := limT∈A, T⊃U XT .
Proposition 3.69. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set.
Let X be a fibration W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules). Assume that
(i) for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , the V -cube ∂WW−V X (formed by all maps
in X between XW−V and XW ) is kV -cartesian,
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(ii) kU ≤ kV for each U ⊂ V .
Then, for every U $ V ⊂W , the (V − U)-cube ∂VUX is kV−U -cartesian.
Proof. It will be useful to note that assumptions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the
following assumptions:
(1) for each subset U $W , the (W − U)-cube ∂WU X (formed by all maps in X
between XU and XW ) is kW−U -cartesian,
(2) kW−V ≤ kW−U for each U ⊂ V .
We want to verify that ∂VUX is kV−U -cartesian for each U $ V ⊂W . The argument
is by downward induction on |V |. The case |V | = |W | is true by assumption.
Assume the proposition is true for some nonempty V ⊂W and consider any U $ V .
Let v ∈ V and note that ∂VU−{u}X can be written as the composition of cubes
∂
V−{u}
U−{u}X
// ∂VUX
We know by the induction assumption that the composition of cubes is k(V−U)∪{u}-
cartesian and the right-hand cube is kV−U -cartesian. Since kV−U ≤ k(V−U)∪{u}
by assumption, it follows from Proposition 3.8(c) that the left-hand cube is kV−U -
cartesian which finishes the proof; note that the sets (V − {u}) − (U − {u}) and
V − U are the same. 
The following proposition will be needed in the proof of Proposition 3.71 below.
Proposition 3.70. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a finite set. Let X
be a W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) and consider any concave subset
A ⊂ P(W ). Then for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , there is a natural isomorphism
lim
P0(W−V )
∂WV X
A ∼= lim
T∈A, T%V
XT
Proof. This is because the indexing sets {T ∈ A : T ⊃ U, U % V } and {T ∈ A :
T % V } are the same. 
The following proposition explains the key properties of the XA construction
and its relationship to X; it is through these properties that the XA construction is
useful and meaningful.
Proposition 3.71. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set.
Let X be a W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) and consider any concave
subset AminW ⊂ A ⊂ A
max
W .
(a) There are natural isomorphisms ∂WV X
A ∼= ∂WV X if V ∈ A,
(b) The (W − V )-cube ∂WV X
A is ∞-cartesian if V /∈ A and X is a fibration
W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules).
Proof. Consider part (a). Let V ∈ A. Then we know that the indexing sets
{T ∈ A : T ⊃ V } and {T : W ⊃ T ⊃ V } are the same, by A ⊂ AmaxW concave. It
follows that XV ∼= limW⊃T⊃V XT = limT∈A, T⊃V = (XA)V . The same argument
shows that XV ′ ∼= (XA)V ′ , for each V ′ ⊃ V . Consider part (b). Let V ⊂ W and
V /∈ A. Then the indexing sets {T ∈ A : T ⊃ V } and {T ∈ A : T % V } are the
same, and hence the composition
(∂WV X
A)∅ = (X
A)V = lim
T∈A, T⊃V
XT = lim
T∈A, T%V
XT ∼= lim
P0(W−V )
∂WV X
A
is an isomorphism which finishes the proof of part (b). 
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The following proposition shows that XA inherits several of the homotopical
properties of X.
Proposition 3.72. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set.
Let X be a fibration W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) and consider any
concave subset AminW ⊂ A ⊂ A
max
W . Assume that
(i) for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , the V -cube ∂WW−V X (formed by all maps
in X between XW−V and XW ) is kV -cartesian,
(ii) kU ≤ kV for each U ⊂ V .
Then, for each U $ V ⊂W , the (V − U)-cube ∂VUX
A is kV−U -cartesian.
Proof. By the downward induction argument in the proof of Proposition 3.69, it
suffices to verify that the V -cube ∂WW−V X
A is kV -cartesian, for each nonempty
subset V ⊂W , and this follows immediately from Proposition 3.71. 
The following proposition appears in Goodwillie [14, 2.8] in the context of spaces,
and exactly the same argument gives a proof in the context of structured ring
spectra; this is an exercise left to the reader.
Proposition 3.73. Let O be an operad in R-modules and W a nonempty finite set.
Let X be a fibration W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules) and consider any
concave subset A ⊂ P(W ).
(a) For each inclusion A′ ⊂ A of concave subsets of P(W ), the induced map
limA X→ limA′ X is a fibration in AlgO (resp. LtO),
(b) For any concave subsets A,B of P(W ), the diagram
limA∪BX //

limB X

limA X // limA∩BX
is a pullback diagram of fibrations in AlgO (resp. LtO).
(c) If A ∈ A is minimal and the fibration
XA ∼= lim
P(W−A)
∂WA X→ lim
P0(W−A)
∂WA X
is kW−A-connected, then the fibration
lim
A
X→ lim
A−{A}
X
is kW−A-connected.
The purpose of the following induction argument is to leverage the higher dual
homotopy excision result (Theorem 1.10) for structured ring spectra into a concep-
tual proof of the second main theorem in this paper (Theorem 1.11)—the higher
dual Blakers-Massey theorem for structured ring spectra. Proposition 3.74 is mo-
tivated by Goodwillie [14, proof of (2.6)]; it is essentially Goodwillie’s dual cubical
induction argument, appropriately modified to our situation. The reader who is in-
terested in an alternate proof of Theorem 1.11, which is more efficient, but requires
a little extra calculation at the end, may skip directly to Remark 3.83.
Proposition 3.74 (Dual cubical induction argument). Let O be an operad in R-
modules and W a nonempty finite set. Suppose A $ AmaxW is concave, A ∈ A
minimal, |W − A| ≥ 2, and A′ := A − {A}. Let X be a fibration W -cube of
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O-algebras (resp. left O-modules). Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected, and
suppose that
(i) for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , the V -cube ∂WW−V X (formed by all maps
in X between XW−V and XW ) is kV -cartesian,
(ii) −1 ≤ kU ≤ kV for each U ⊂ V .
If XA
′
is j-cocartesian, then XA is j-cocartesian, where j is the minimum of |W |+∑
V ∈λ kV over all partitions λ of W by nonempty sets not equal to W .
Remark 3.75. In the case that X is a 3-cube, the following diagram illustrates one
of the cubical decompositions covered by Proposition 3.74. It corresponds to the
sequence of minimal elements: {3}, {2}, {1}, ∅.
X{1,2,3} X{2,3}
oo X{2,3} X{2,3}
X{1,3}
__❄❄
❄
·oo
__❄
❄
❄
X{3}
oo
__❄❄
❄
X{3}
__❄❄
❄
X{1,2}
OO
·oo
OO
·
OO
X{2}oo
OO
·

__❄
❄
❄
OO
·oo
__❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
OO
·oo
__❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
OO
·oo
__❄
❄
❄
OO
X{1,2} X{2}
oo
X{1}
__❄❄
❄
OO
·oo
__❄
❄
❄
OO
X{1,2} X{2}oo
X{1}
__❄❄❄
X∅
oo
__❄❄❄
OO
Proof of Proposition 3.74. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. The
argument is by induction on |W |. The case |W | = 2 is verified by the proof of
Theorem 1.9. Let n ≥ 3 and assume the proposition is true for each 2 ≤ |W | < n.
Let’s verify it remains true for |W | = n.
We know by assumption that XA
′
is j-cocartesian in LtO. We want to verify
that XA is j-cocartesian in LtO (it might be helpful at this point to look ahead to
(3.80) for the decomposition of XA that we will use to finish the proof). Consider
the induced map of W -cubes XA→XA
′
. Note that if U 6⊂ A, then {T ∈ A : T ⊃
U} = {T ∈ A′ : T ⊃ U}; in particular, each of the maps
(XA)U
id // (XA
′
)U , U 6⊂ A(3.76)
in XA→XA
′
is the identity map. Note that if U ⊂ V ⊂ A, then the diagram
(XA)U //

(XA
′
)U

(XA)V // (XA
′
)V , U ⊂ V ⊂ A
(3.77)
is a pullback diagram by Proposition 3.73(b); in particular, focusing on this case is
the same as focusing on the subdiagram ∂A∅ X
A→∂A∅ X
A
′
of XA→XA
′
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Let’s first verify that ∂A∅ X
A→∂A∅ X
A
′
is (j + |A| + 1 − |W |)-cocartesian in LtO.
Let Y denote ∂A∅ X
A→∂A∅ X
A
′
regarded as an (A ∪ {∗})-cube as follows:
YV := (∂
A
∅ X
A)V = (X
A)V , V ⊂ A,
YV := (∂
A
∅ X
A
′
)U = (X
A
′
)U , U ⊂ A, V = U ∪ {∗}.
Since |A ∪ {∗}| < |W |, our induction assumption can be applied to Y, provided
that the appropriate k′V -cartesian estimates are satisfied. We claim that with the
following definitions
k′V := kV , ∅ 6= V ⊂ A,
k′V := kW−A, V = {∗}
k′V :=∞, ∅ 6= U ⊂ A, V = U ∪ {∗},
the cube ∂
A∪{∗}
(A∪{∗})−V Y (formed by all maps in Y between Y(A∪{∗})−V and YA∪{∗})
is k′V -cartesian, for each nonempty subset V ⊂ A ∪ {∗}. Let’s verify this now: If
V ⊂ A is nonempty, then ∂
A∪{∗}
(A∪{∗})−V Y is the cube ∂
A
A−V X
A
′
which is kV -cartesian
by Proposition 3.72. If V = {∗}, then ∂
A∪{∗}
(A∪{∗})−V Y is the map (X
A)A→(XA
′
)A
which is kW−A-connected by Proposition 3.73(c). Finally, if V = U ∪ {∗} for any
nonempty U ⊂ A, then ∂
A∪{∗}
(A∪{∗})−V Y is the cube ∂
A
A−UX
A→∂AA−UX
A
′
which is
∞-cartesian by (3.77) and Proposition 3.8(d). Hence by our induction hypothesis
applied to Y: since the sum
∑
V ∈λ′ k
′
V for a partition λ
′ of A ∪ {∗} by nonempty
sets is always either ∞, or the sum
∑
U∈λ kU for a partition λ of W by nonempty
sets in which some U is W − A, we know that Y is j′-cocartesian in LtO, where j
′
is the minimum of |A ∪ {∗}| +
∑
U∈λ kU over all partitions λ of W by nonempty
sets in which some U is W − A. In particular, this implies that Y, and hence
∂A∅ X
A→∂A∅ X
A
′
, is (j + |A|+ 1− |W |)-cocartesian in LtO.
We next want to verify that
∂A
′
∅ X
A→∂A
′
∅ X
A
′
is (j + |A′|+ 1− |W |)-cocartesian in LtO(3.78)
for each A′ ⊃ A. We know that (3.78) is true for A′ = A by above. We will argue
by upward induction on |A′|. Suppose that (3.78) is true for some A′ ⊃ A. Let
a ∈W −A′ and note that the cube ∂
A′∪{a}
∅ X
A→∂
A′∪{a}
∅ X
A
′
can be written as the
diagram of cubes
∂A
′
∅ X
A //

∂A
′
∅ X
A
′

∂
A′∪{a}
{a} X
A id // ∂
A′∪{a}
{a} X
A
′
(3.79)
We know the bottom arrow is the identity by (3.76), and the top arrow is (j+ |A′|+
1− |W |)-cocartesian in LtO by assumption. It follows from Proposition 3.8(b) that
(3.79) is (j + |A′| + 2 − |W |)-cocartesian in LtO, which finishes the argument that
(3.78) is true for each A′ ⊃ A.
To finish off the proof, let a ∈W −A and note by (3.76) that XA can be written
as the composition of cubes
∂
W−{a}
∅ X
A→∂
W−{a}
∅ X
A
′
→∂W{a}X
A
′
.(3.80)
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The left-hand arrow is j-cocartesian in LtO by (3.78) and the right-hand arrow is
XA
′
which is j-cocartesian in LtO by assumption, hence by Proposition 3.9(a) it
follows that XA is j-cocartesian in LtO which finishes the proof. 
Theorem 3.81 (Theorem 1.11 restated). Let O be an operad in R-modules and
W a nonempty finite set. Let X be a W -cube of O-algebras (resp. left O-modules).
Assume that R,O,X∅ are (−1)-connected, and suppose that
(i) for each nonempty subset V ⊂W , the V -cube ∂WW−V X (formed by all maps
in X between XW−V and XW ) is kV -cartesian,
(ii) −1 ≤ kU ≤ kV for each U ⊂ V .
Then X is k-cocartesian, where k is the minimum of kW + |W | − 1 and |W | +∑
V ∈λ kV over all partitions λ of W by nonempty sets not equal to W .
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. It is enough to consider the
special case where X is a fibration W -cube in LtO. Let A := A
max
W , A
′ := AmaxW −∅,
and note by (3.76) that XA, which is equal to X, can be written as the composition
of cubes
∂
W−{a}
∅ X
A→∂
W−{a}
∅ X
A
′
→∂W{a}X
A
′
.(3.82)
We know by Proposition 3.74, together with Theorem 1.10 (to start the induction
using A′ = AminW ) that the right-hand arrow, which is X
A
′
, is j-cocartesian in
AlgO, where j is the minimum of |W | +
∑
V ∈λ kV over all partitions λ of W by
nonempty sets not equal toW . We claim that the left-hand arrow is (kW +|W |−1)-
cocartesian in LtO; this follows from upward induction by arguing exactly as in
(3.79), but by starting with the observation (see the k′V estimates in the proof of
Proposition 3.74) that the map ∂∅∅X
A→∂∅∅X
A
′
, which is the map (XA)∅→(X
A
′
)∅, is
kW -connected. Hence it follows from Proposition 3.9 that the composition, which
is X, is k-cocartesian in LtO which finishes the proof. 
Remark 3.83. An alternate proof of Theorem 1.11 can be obtained from the higher
Blakers-Massey theorem (Theorem 1.7) by arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.10.
Since the dual cubical induction argument is conceptually very useful and will be
needed elsewhere, we include both approaches for the interested reader, with only
a few details of the alternate proof below left to the reader.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of left O-modules. The argument is by induc-
tion on |W |. The case |W |=1 is trivial and the case |W | = 2 is verified by Theorem
1.9. Let n ≥ 3 and assume the theorem is true for each 2 ≤ |W | < n. Let’s verify
it remains true for |W | = n.
It suffices to consider the special case where X is a cofibration W -cube in LtO.
Consider the induced maps
colimSymSeq
P1(W )
X
(∗) // colimLtO
P1(W )
X
(∗∗) // colimLtO
P(W )
∼= XW(3.84)
We want to show that (∗∗) is k-connected. Consider the W -cube X′ := XAWmax−{W}
in LtO and note that (∗) is isomorphic to the map
colimSymSeq
P1(W )
X′
(∗)′ // colimSymSeq
P(W ) X
′ ∼= X′W
We know that X′ is ∞-cocartesian in LtO. By Proposition 3.69 we know that the
V -cube ∂U∪VU X is kV -cartesian for each disjoint U and V . Hence by the induction
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hypothesis, for each V $ W the cube ∂V∅ X is k
′
V -cocartesian, where k
′
V is the
minimum of kV +|V |−1 and |V |+
∑
U∈λ′ kU over all partitions λ
′ of V by nonempty
sets not equal to V . In particular, the W -cube X′ satisfies the conditions of the
higher Blakers-Massey theorem (Theorem 1.7) with k′W = ∞ and the k
′
V above,
and hence it follows that X′ is k′-cartesian, where k′ is the minimum of −|W | +∑
V ∈λ(k
′
V + 1) over all partitions λ of W by nonempty sets not equal to W .
Hence by Proposition 3.10 we know that X′ is (k′ + |W | − 1)-cocartesian in
SymSeq, and therefore (∗) is (k′ + |W | − 1)-connected. Since the composition in
(3.84) is (kW + |W | − 1)-connected, it follows from Proposition 3.7(b) that (∗∗) is
k-connected, where k is the minimum of kW + |W | − 1 and
∑
V ∈λ(k
′
V + 1) over all
partitions λ of W by nonempty sets not equal to W ; it is an exercise left to the
reader to verify that this description of k agrees with Theorem 1.11. 
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